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Introduction

• We study the mass measurement for the 
following decay chain at LHC.
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Figure 1. Decay chain

ric decay chains. There have been attempts to generalize the techniques developed
for symmetric decay chains to asymmetric chains, but so far only to di!erent mother

or daughter particle masses between the two chains, and some prior knowledge about
the asymmetry of the events is required. To be complete general, it is worth to find

kinematic techniques or variables which can be applied to a single decay chain. Then
they can be used even in a collection of di!erent types of signal events as long as they

contain one identical decay chain. In the case of limited statistics, they may give the
first estimate of the masses before there are enough symmetric-chain events for analysis.

In fact, the early attempts of the mass determination in SUSY-like events were

based on single decay chains. However, to obtain enough kinematic constraints, long
decay chains with at least 3 steps are required. There are many invariant mass com-

binations which can be formed with 3 or more visible particles, which provide enough
mass relations among the invisible particles in the decay chain. So far there is no tech-
nique for extracting the masses in a shorter decay chain with only two or less visible

particles. Näıvely one would think that this task is impossible. For example, consider
a decay chain starting with a mother particle Y which decays through an intermediate

on-shell state X and ends up with the missing particle N as shown in Fig. 1. There is
one visible particle from each step of the decays and the visible particles are labeled as

1 and 2 in the figure. There are three invisible particles (Y, X, N) in the decay chain
but there is only one invariant mass that can be formed from the two visible particles.
One invariant end point certainly cannot determine three masses, but only provides

one relation among them. It is also well-known that the shape of the invariant mass
distribution depends on the spin of the intermediate particle X and the chiral nature

of its couplings, but not the masses. One needs to find two more independent mass
relations in order to solve for the three masses. In this work we make the first attempt

to measure the invisible particle masses of the short single decay chain of Fig. 1. We
show that in certain cases, it is possible to determine all three masses in the decay
chain. We are not aiming for high accuracies. After all, this is a di"cult case so even

a 30%–50% measurement is infinitely better than not being able to determine them at
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There is at least another missing particle in the 
event, so the transverse momentum of N is 
unknown.



Motivations
• Appears in many models with WIMP dark matter.

• Most recent studies focus on symmetric decay 
chains, but there may be many more asymmetric-
chain events than symmetric ones.

• Mass measurements were only done for long 
decay chains for single decay chains. 

• It’s a subprocess of many more complicated 
events.
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FIG. 6: The “ditau” decay topology.

the topology of Figure 4 since each tau decay also generates invisible particles (neutrinos), so the

appropriate topology is that of Figure 6. More about chains with multiple invisible particles can

be found in Section 4.6. Helicity effects in tau distributions are discussed in [72–74].

3.5. Constraints from the qll-like chain

If the “dilepton” topology of Section 3.4 is extended by one two-body decay, we reach a chain

having three successive two-body decays, resulting in a final state consisting of three visible (fre-

quently but not always light) particles, and one (frequently but not always massive) invisible

particle.

The most frequently considered context in which this topology is used is the decay of q̃ →

qχ̃0
2 → ql±�̃∓ → ql±l∓χ̃0

1

q̃ χ̃0
1

χ̃0
2

q

�̃∓R

l±near l∓far

which has led to this chain being known as the “qll-chain”. In fact the qll case is really a special

one in the sense that it assumes particular identities of particles, and hence admits only particular

possibilities for ambiguities. This chain was first suggested as a means of measuring sparticle

masses in [42, 75]. These early works proposed that, following on from the di-lepton edge technique

described above, other one-dimensional invariant mass distributions be plotted involving the quark

(or rather jet) momenta in addition to the momenta of the leptons. As before, relativistic kinematics

impose an upper limit on any particular invariant mass distribution, and the position of any

particular upper limit (or more generally kinematic end-point, or in some cases just “end-point”)
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FIG. 7: The “gluino” decay chain.

the other Lorentz invariants discussed above offer the simplest, and probably the most easily

measurable distributions from which to extract information about the masses of the parents. But

is this suggestion correct? It is certainly being challenged. These one-dimensional invariant mass

distributions can all be thought of as “projections” of the higher-dimensional space in which the

measurements live, onto a single dimension. The full three-dimensional shape of the qll-chain has

been noted in [83], and there are many promising proposals to use fits to structures in observables of

two (and higher) dimensions in order to gain information from correlations that are not otherwise

available in one-dimensional distributions [69, 70, 79, 82, 83]. In principle there is a lot more

information available in these higher-dimensional distributions – but whether that information is

easier or harder to extract than that from the one-dimensional distributions will depend to a large

extent on the relative degree to which the systematic uncertainties can be understood/controlled

by the experimental collaborations in the two cases.

3.6. Constraints from the qqll-like chain

Adding a further two-body decay to the “qll” chain produces the topology shown in Figure 7,

which sometimes called the “qqll” or “gluino” chain since the most studied example has been

g̃ → q̄q̃ → q̄qχ̃0
2 → q̄ql±�̃∓ → q̄ql±l∓χ̃0

1. Many of the kinematic endpoints for this longer chain can

be found in the results of section section 3.4 and section section 3.5 (or relabellings thereof). The

new endpoints, including the maximum of the four-body qqll distribution have been calculated

using massless approximation for the visible particles [80] assuming all particles on the backbone

are on mass-shell.3 These can depend on any of the other five masses in the problem (g̃, q̃, χ̃0
2, �̃

and χ̃0
1). The same chain has been used to put constraints on the spin of the gluino [86]. When

dealing with chains of this length containing many jets in the final state, most studies have found it

necessary to have addional information about the jets (for example bottom-quark tags) to reduce

ambiguities due to combinatorics and ISR etc.

3 Contrast how little has been written [85] about the case where some particles on the backbone of the qqll-chain
are off mass-shell.

Gjelsten, B. K. et al & others

Kawagoe, K. et al & others



Invariant mass end point

• 2 visible particles, only one invariant mass can be 
formed. 
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Figure 1. Decay chain

ric decay chains. There have been attempts to generalize the techniques developed
for symmetric decay chains to asymmetric chains, but so far only to di!erent mother

or daughter particle masses between the two chains, and some prior knowledge about
the asymmetry of the events is required. To be complete general, it is worth to find

kinematic techniques or variables which can be applied to a single decay chain. Then
they can be used even in a collection of di!erent types of signal events as long as they

contain one identical decay chain. In the case of limited statistics, they may give the
first estimate of the masses before there are enough symmetric-chain events for analysis.

In fact, the early attempts of the mass determination in SUSY-like events were

based on single decay chains. However, to obtain enough kinematic constraints, long
decay chains with at least 3 steps are required. There are many invariant mass com-

binations which can be formed with 3 or more visible particles, which provide enough
mass relations among the invisible particles in the decay chain. So far there is no tech-
nique for extracting the masses in a shorter decay chain with only two or less visible

particles. Näıvely one would think that this task is impossible. For example, consider
a decay chain starting with a mother particle Y which decays through an intermediate

on-shell state X and ends up with the missing particle N as shown in Fig. 1. There is
one visible particle from each step of the decays and the visible particles are labeled as

1 and 2 in the figure. There are three invisible particles (Y, X, N) in the decay chain
but there is only one invariant mass that can be formed from the two visible particles.
One invariant end point certainly cannot determine three masses, but only provides

one relation among them. It is also well-known that the shape of the invariant mass
distribution depends on the spin of the intermediate particle X and the chiral nature

of its couplings, but not the masses. One needs to find two more independent mass
relations in order to solve for the three masses. In this work we make the first attempt

to measure the invisible particle masses of the short single decay chain of Fig. 1. We
show that in certain cases, it is possible to determine all three masses in the decay
chain. We are not aiming for high accuracies. After all, this is a di"cult case so even

a 30%–50% measurement is infinitely better than not being able to determine them at
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Y X N 2 1

particle left-handed down squark 2nd chargino anti-sneutrino up quark electron

mass[GeV] 777 465 292 0 0

Table 1. A summary of the decay chain studied in Section 2. The visible Standard Model

particles are treated as being massless.
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Figure 2. The histogram of the invariant mass of the two visible particles. In the massless

limit (p1 + p2)2 = 2p1p2. The vertical line indicates the value of !1!2

m2

X
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energy ratio of the events where the two visible particle are parallel. However, such
events are rare and may not be usable in real experiments. To avoid these problems, a
natural thought is to look at the “nearby” events to see if one can extrapolate to the

point that we are interested in. To do that we should examine the event distribution
in the two-dimensional space of the energy ratio of the two visible particles and their

invariant mass.
For this purpose a sample of events from such a decay chain are generated with

the SUSY LM2 point chosen as the underlying model. The masses of the particles
in the decay chain are given in Table 1.2 104 events are generated using MadGraph
4.4.49 at the parton level to reduce the statistical fluctuations. In this section we

do not include experimental smearing and backgrounds, and assume no combinatorial
problem. These issues will be discussed in the next section when we deal with realistic

experimental situations. The invariant mass-squared distribution of the two visible
particles is shown in Fig. 2. The distribution has an end point which can be clearly

identified. The triangular shape of the distribution is a characteristic of the spin-1/2
intermediate state (chargino) in the decay chain. Now we would like to look at the
distribution of the energy ratios. Because in hadron colliders, the center of mass of the

2This point has been ruled out at the LHC. However, we just use this point for the purpose of
illustration. The method that we develop is independent of the overall mass scale of the spectrum.
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The end point provides one relation among 3 
unknown masses, but cannot determine 3 
masses individually.

(p1 + p2)
2
��
max

=
(m2

Y −m2
X)(m2

X −m2
N )

m2
X

≡ ∆1∆2

m2
X



Constraint equations
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or daughter particle masses between the two chains, and some prior knowledge about
the asymmetry of the events is required. To be complete general, it is worth to find

kinematic techniques or variables which can be applied to a single decay chain. Then
they can be used even in a collection of di!erent types of signal events as long as they
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but there is only one invariant mass that can be formed from the two visible particles.
One invariant end point certainly cannot determine three masses, but only provides

one relation among them. It is also well-known that the shape of the invariant mass
distribution depends on the spin of the intermediate particle X and the chiral nature

of its couplings, but not the masses. One needs to find two more independent mass
relations in order to solve for the three masses. In this work we make the first attempt

to measure the invisible particle masses of the short single decay chain of Fig. 1. We
show that in certain cases, it is possible to determine all three masses in the decay
chain. We are not aiming for high accuracies. After all, this is a di"cult case so even

a 30%–50% measurement is infinitely better than not being able to determine them at
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all. Any information obtained or techniques developed here can also be used in more
complicated event topologies which contain this decay chain as a subprocess to provide

additional constraints. Furthermore, the variables used for mass determinations are of-
ten useful to separate signals from backgrounds and hence can be used in new physics
search in the first place.

A crucial observation is that the masses are mostly determined by certain special
events (and their nearby events). Those events often lie at the end point or the peak

of some kinematic distribution. Mathematically, those special events make the kine-
matic constraint equations degenerate. In order for the degenerate equations to have
solutions (since the correct masses should be consistent with those events), this implies

certain relations among the coe!cients of the constraint equations, which depend on
the invisible particle masses. In this way we obtain mass relations among the invisible

particles. It has been shown that the common variables such as the end points of the
invariant mass and the transverse mass variables MT , MT2 can all be understood in

this way. There some constraint equations used are quadratic so the special events lie
at the end point of a kinematic distribution. The regions near these points are often
where signal events accumulate due to the phase space restriction, so sometimes they

can also be used to select signals over backgrounds.
For the decay chain shown in Fig. 1, the constraint equations are

p2Y = m2
Y , (1.1)

(pY ! p2)
2 = m2

X , (1.2)

(pY ! p2 ! p1)
2 = m2

N , (1.3)

where p2 and p1 are the 4-momenta of the visible particles from the decays of Y and X
respectively and for simplicity we take them to be massless p22 = p21 = 0 which is a good

approximation for most SM visible particles. Since we don’t use the information from
the other decay chain, there is no constraint from the missing transverse momentum.

Taking the di"erences of these three equations, we can obtain two linear equations in
the unknown momentum pY ,

2p2 pY = m2
Y !m2

X " #2, (1.4)

2p1 pY ! 2p1 p2 = m2
X !m2

N " #1, (1.5)

where Delta1,2 are defined as the corresponding mass di"erences. Together with one
of the quadratic equation above, we have all the independent kinematic constraints.
From the discussion in the previous paragraph we should look at the events which make

these equations degenerate. (For the quadratic equation we just take the tangent on
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Taking the differences, we get 2 linear equations,
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assuming

There is another type of special events: when

We get another relation among 3 masses.

p21 = p22 = 0.



New kinematic variable

• Event distribution in log(ΕΤ1/ΕΤ2) vs. 2p1.p2 space
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log#ET1$ET2%

Figure 3. The scatter plot of log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 for all the events.

parton collision often has a large longitudinal boost relative to the laboratory frame, it
is custom to use the transverse energies of the outgoing visible particles instead as they

are invariant under the longitudinal boosts. It is obvious for parallel massless visible
particles, ET1/ET2 = E1/E2. We also take the logarithm of the energy ratio to make

it more symmetric between the two particles. The two-dimensional distribution in the
space of log(ET1/ET2) vs. invariant mass-squared 2p1 p2 is shown in Fig. 3. One can

clearly see some interesting structure of the distribution. As expected, the distribution
of log (ET1/ET2) converges to a point at log(!1/!2) when the invariant mass goes to
zero. Away from that point, the log (ET1/ET2) distribution spread out and for a fixed

invariant mass, it is more or less symmetric about some center point which moves up as
the invariant mass increases. This qualitative feature already tells us some important

information about the decay chain. It allows us to figure out which visible particle
comes from the first step decay and which comes from the second in the case where the
two visible particles are distinct, because if we switch E1T and E2T the distribution will

move down instead. In our example it means that the quark jet being emitted before
the lepton can be determined rather than assumed.

To understand this distribution, let us rewrite Eqs. (1.4), (1.5) as

2p1pY = !1 + 2p1p2, (2.1)

2p2pY = !2, (2.2)
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Y X N 2 1

particle left-handed down squark 2nd chargino anti-sneutrino up quark electron

mass[GeV] 777 465 292 0 0

Table 1. A summary of the decay chain studied in Section 2. The visible Standard Model

particles are treated as being massless.
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Figure 2. The histogram of the invariant mass of the two visible particles. In the massless

limit (p1 + p2)2 = 2p1p2. The vertical line indicates the value of !1!2
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X
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energy ratio of the events where the two visible particle are parallel. However, such
events are rare and may not be usable in real experiments. To avoid these problems, a
natural thought is to look at the “nearby” events to see if one can extrapolate to the

point that we are interested in. To do that we should examine the event distribution
in the two-dimensional space of the energy ratio of the two visible particles and their

invariant mass.
For this purpose a sample of events from such a decay chain are generated with

the SUSY LM2 point chosen as the underlying model. The masses of the particles
in the decay chain are given in Table 1.2 104 events are generated using MadGraph
4.4.49 at the parton level to reduce the statistical fluctuations. In this section we

do not include experimental smearing and backgrounds, and assume no combinatorial
problem. These issues will be discussed in the next section when we deal with realistic

experimental situations. The invariant mass-squared distribution of the two visible
particles is shown in Fig. 2. The distribution has an end point which can be clearly

identified. The triangular shape of the distribution is a characteristic of the spin-1/2
intermediate state (chargino) in the decay chain. Now we would like to look at the
distribution of the energy ratios. Because in hadron colliders, the center of mass of the

2This point has been ruled out at the LHC. However, we just use this point for the purpose of
illustration. The method that we develop is independent of the overall mass scale of the spectrum.
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New kinematic variable

• Taking the ratio of 2 linear equations, we derive

and take the ratio between these two equations. We have

!1 + 2p1p2
!2

=
p1pY
p2pY

=
E1EY ! !p1 · !pY
E2EY ! !p2 · !pY

=
E1EY ! |!p1||!pY | cos "1Y
E2EY ! |!p2||!pY | cos "2Y

!

!

!

!

lab

=
E1EY (1! #Y cos "1Y )

E2EY (1! #Y cos "2Y )

!

!

!

!

lab

=
E1(1! #Y cos "1Y )

E2(1! #Y cos "2Y )

!

!

!

!

lab

, (2.3)

where the cos "1(2)Y is the angle between particle 1(2) and particle Y , the subscript
“lab” indicates that the angles are measured in the lab frame and #Y is the magnitude

of the velocity (boost) of particle Y , defined as #Y = |!pY |/EY . It is easy to see that
Eq. (2.3) reduces to the simple relation, !1/!2 = E1/E2, when particle 1 & 2 are
parallel to each other. Now taking the logarithm of Eq. (2.3) we obtain

log
E1

E2
= log

!1 + 2p1p2
!2

+ log
1! #Y cos "2Y
1! #Y cos "1Y

!

!

!

!

lab

= log
!1 + 2p1p2

!2
+ log

1 + #Y cos "1Y
1 + #Y cos "2Y

!

!

!

!

Y

, (2.4)

where the subscript “Y ” denotes that the angles are measured in the rest frame of

particle Y . More specifically, cos "1(2)Y
!

!

Y
is the angle between particle 1(2) (measured

in the rest frame of particle Y ) and particle Y (measured in the lab frame). From the
first line to the second line of Eq. (2.4) we simply perform a Lorentz transformation

and use (assuming particle 1 & 2 are massless)

cos "1(2)Y
!

!

lab
=

cos "1(2)Y + #Y

1 + #Y cos "1(2)Y

!

!

!

!

Y

. (2.5)

The reason for writing the expression in terms of the angles in the rest frame of particle
Y is that cos "2Y

!

!

Y
is directly related to the polarization of particle Y .

The left-hand side of Eq. (2.4) can be measured experimentally. The first term
on the right-hand side of the equation involves the unknown masses to be determined
and the invariant mass of the visible particles which is also measurable. The second

term on the on the right-hand side, on the other hand, is not measurable on an event-
by-event basis. It involves the unknown momentum of the invisible particle Y . If we

plot the events on the log(E1/E2) vs. 2p1p2 plane, this term causes the spread in the
vertical direction. Nevertheless, if the directions of particles 1 and 2 measured in the
rest frame of Y are not correlated with the direction of Y itself, we expect that the

second term will be evenly distributed around zero and peak at zero, as most events
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If 2nd term is randomly distributed around 0, 
then we can fit the distribution with a curve

are produced with small !Y if Y directly comes from the collision. In this case, we can
fit the distribution with a two-parameter curve

log
E1

E2
= log

D1 + 2p1p2
D2

, (2.6)

which has the least total "2 measured in vertical distances. Consequently, the two
fitted parameters D1, D2 give estimates of the two mass-squared di!erences "1, "2.

As a result, "1 and "2 can be determined individually, not just their ratio. Combined
with the end point of the invariant mass-squared, "1"2/m2

X , they can be inverted to

solve all 3 unknown masses. In practice, Eq. (2.4) can be applied in any longitudinal
frame as we can give this system an arbitrary longitudinal boost. In particular, one

can boost each event to a frame where E1/E2 = E1T /E2T . This in general removes a
large longitudinal boost of the mother particle Y which happens when the center of
mass of the collision is highly boosted. Therefore, we can use the distribution in the

log(E1T/E2T ) vs. 2p1p2 space instead. As shown later in this section, we find that
the fit in the transverse energy ratio space works somewhat better than in the total

energy ratio space for most of the cases. Other reasons: less spread? better

measured?...

Fig. 4 shows the fitted result of the scatter plot of Fig. 3. The red curve is the
function

log
ET1

ET2
= log

"1 + 2p1p2
"2

(2.7)

for true "1 and "2. The blue curve is the least square fit to the data of the same

function (2.7) but treating "1, "2 as fitting parameters. We can see that indeed the

two curves are very close to each other. The term log 1+!Y cos "1Y
1+!Y cos "2Y

!

!

!

!

Y

is indeed evenly

distributed around zero in this frame for this case. Assuming that we can measure the
invariant mass end point accurately, we can then reconstruct the 3 invisible particle

masses mY , mX , mN with the fitted values for "1 and "2. The result is shown in
Table 2. We see that, compared to the true values, the reconstructed masses are quite
accurate.

We have checked this mass reconstruction method for models with di!erent mass
spectra and di!erent particle spins in the decay chain, and we find that it works well

for a wide range of di!erent models and spectra. Show a couple more examples

here? However, there are two cases where our method fails:

1. The mother particle Y is polarized and preferentially emits particle 2 in the
forward or backward direction when it decays. In this case it is clear that cos #2Y

!

!

Y
will

have a nonzero average value. On the other hand, the direction of the particle 1 is less
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to extract Δ1 and Δ2 individually.  Plus the invariant 
mass end point, we can solve for 3 masses.



New kinematic variable

• It works well for a wide varieties of models and 
spectra at the parton level, except for 2 cases.
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fitted

true

Figure 4. The scatter plot of log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 for all the events. The red curve

is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

). The blue curve is a least square fit to the data with the

same function, treating !1 and !2 as unknown parameters. The standard deviations for all

the points are assumed to be the same.

!1[GeV2] !2[GeV2] log (!1/!2) mY [GeV] mX [GeV] mN [GeV]

true 1.310! 105 3.875! 105 "1.08 777 465 292

reconstructed 1.370! 105 3.838! 105 "1.03 780 473 295

error +4.6% "0.96% +5.5% +0.34% +1.8% +1.0%

Table 2. True values, reconstructed values and the errors of the six quantities for the fit

to all the events. The errors are calculated using reconstructed!true
true (except for log (!1/!2),

which is reconstructed " true) and do not represent the statistical fluctuation. In solving for

the masses, we have used the true invariant mass end point value assuming that it can be

accurately determined. The uncertainly in determining !1!2

m2

X

will add additional error on the

reconstructed values.

correlated with the polarization of the mother particle Y . The term log 1+!Y cos "1Y
1+!Y cos "2Y

!

!

!

!

Y
will no longer be distributed evenly around zero, but has a bias depending on the

cos !2Y
!

!

Y
distribution. By Taylor expanding the expression

log
!1 + 2p1p2

!2
= log

!1

!2
+

2p1p2
!1

+ · · · , (2.8)

we see that the curve has the intercept log(!1/!2) at 2p1p2 = 0 and the slope 1/!1 to

the first order. If #cos !2Y
!

!

Y
$ > 0, we will obtain a fitted !1 (also !2 since their ratio
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Figure 4. The scatter plot of log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 for all the events. The red curve

is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

). The blue curve is a least square fit to the data with the

same function, treating !1 and !2 as unknown parameters. The standard deviations for all

the points are assumed to be the same.

!1[GeV2] !2[GeV2] log (!1/!2) mY [GeV] mX [GeV] mN [GeV]

true 1.310! 105 3.875! 105 "1.08 777 465 292

reconstructed 1.370! 105 3.838! 105 "1.03 780 473 295

error +4.6% "0.96% +5.5% +0.34% +1.8% +1.0%

Table 2. True values, reconstructed values and the errors of the six quantities for the fit

to all the events. The errors are calculated using reconstructed!true
true (except for log (!1/!2),

which is reconstructed " true) and do not represent the statistical fluctuation. In solving for

the masses, we have used the true invariant mass end point value assuming that it can be

accurately determined. The uncertainly in determining !1!2

m2

X

will add additional error on the

reconstructed values.

correlated with the polarization of the mother particle Y . The term log 1+!Y cos "1Y
1+!Y cos "2Y

!

!

!

!

Y
will no longer be distributed evenly around zero, but has a bias depending on the

cos !2Y
!

!

Y
distribution. By Taylor expanding the expression

log
!1 + 2p1p2

!2
= log

!1

!2
+

2p1p2
!1

+ · · · , (2.8)

we see that the curve has the intercept log(!1/!2) at 2p1p2 = 0 and the slope 1/!1 to

the first order. If #cos !2Y
!

!

Y
$ > 0, we will obtain a fitted !1 (also !2 since their ratio
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0.2!0.4
0.0!0.2

Figure 5. Histograms of log (ET1/ET2) for di!erent ranges of invariant masses. The chart

on the righthand side indicates the range of invariant masses as a multiple of !1!2

m2

X

for each

histogram. The histograms have approximate Gaussian shapes.

50000 100000 150000 200000 2p1p2$GeV2%
!1.0

!0.8

!0.6

!0.4

!0.2

0.0

log!ET1"ET2#

fitted

true

Figure 6. The events are divide into 20 sets with equal width (0.05 ! !1!2

m2

X

) of invariant

mass. For each set we extract the peak value by fitting with a Gaussian distribution. The

horizontal coordinate (2p1p2) of each point is the middle point of each division. By doing this

we have 20 points of peak values and we fit it with the curve log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

)

, treating "1 and "2 as unknown parameters. The peak points and fitted curve are shown in

blue. The red curve is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true values of "1 and "2. The

error bar of each points is estimated by the formula ![x̄] = ![x]
!

N
, where ![x] is obtained from

the Gaussian fit and N is the number of events in the set.

The errors in Table 2 and Table 3 could be a combination of both systematic and

statistical errors. Nevertheless, they are quite small and both reconstructions are good.
To further verify the goodness of our results, we repeated the event generation 5 times

– 12 –

for 104 parton-level events



Cases where it falters
The second term has a bias if

• mother particle Y is polarized:

• Δ1 >> Δ2 :

However, the ratio Δ1/Δ2 can still be well 
determined.
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fitted
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Figure 21. The scatter plot (left) and the “peak points” plot (right) of log (ET1/ET2) vs.

2p1p2 for A.1. In both case the red curve is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and

!2 and the blue curve is the fitted one.
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log#ET1$ET2%

fitted
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Figure 22. The scatter plot (left) and the “peak points” plot (right) of log (ET1/ET2) vs.

2p1p2 for A.2. In both case the red curve is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and

!2 and the blue curve is the fitted one.

fluctuation of the points are much larger than the ones in the “good examples”.

A.3 !1 ! !2

In this example we changed the mass of the lefthanded selectron by hand in order to
make !1 ! !2. The average value of cos !2Y

!

!

Y
is 0.011 (0.041 in the transverse plane).

The fitting plots are shown in fig.23 and the results from fitting the peak points are
shown in Table 15.
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Figure 23. The scatter plot (left) and the “peak points” plot (right) of log (ET1/ET2) vs.

2p1p2 for A.3. In both case the red curve is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and

!2 and the blue curve is the fitted one.

!1[GeV2] !2[GeV2] log (!1/!2) mY [GeV] mX [GeV] mN [GeV]

A.1 (good reconstruction)

true 7.268! 104 1.266! 105 "0.555 468 304 140.5

reconstructed 7.517! 104 1.295! 105 "0.544 477 313 150.4

error +3.4% +2.3% +1.1% +1.9% +2.9% +7.1%

A.2 (Y is polarized)

true 7.268! 104 1.266! 105 "0.555 468 304 140.5

reconstructed 8.219! 104 1.393! 105 "0.527 504 339 181.0

error +13% +10% +2.8% +7.7% +12% +29%

A.3 ( !1 # !2)

true 1.755! 105 2.375! 104 2.00 468 441.9 140.5

reconstructed 3.051! 105 4.478! 104 1.92 827 800 579

error +74% +89% "8.2% +77% +81% +312%

Table 15. The results of mass reconstruction from fitting the peak points. The errors are

calculated using reconstructed!true
true (except for log (!1/!2), which is reconstructed" true) and

do not represent the statistical fluctuation. The statistical fluctuation of A.1 and A.2 are

expected to be about the same as the example in ?? and the statistical fluctuation of A.3 is

very large (see Fig.23).
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Issues in real experiments

• Selecting signals from backgrounds.

• Experimental smearing:  We       
smear events according to the 
Gaussian errors in the Table.

• Combinatorial problems:

- between the 2 visible particles on 
the decay chain,

- between a visible particle on the 
decay chain and another particle 
somewhere else.

leptons:

|!| < 2.5, pT > 10 GeV,
!pT
pT

= 0.008! 0.00015pT ,

"# = 0.001, "$ = 0.001.

jets:

|!| < 5.0, pT > 20 GeV,

!ET

ET
=

! 5.6
ET

! 1.25
!

ET

! 0.033, for |!| < 1.4,
4.8
ET

! 0.89
!

ET

! 0.043, for |!| > 1.4,

"! = 0.03, "$ = 0.02 for |!| < 1.4,
"! = 0.02, "$ = 0.01 for |!| > 1.4.

Table 5. Parton level events are smeared according to the above Gaussian errors. The cuts

on pT and ! are consistent with the default cuts in MadGraph. The observables of energy

dimension are in GeV units and the angular and the rapidity variables are in radians.

experimental smearing e!ect, the parton level events are smeared according to the
Gaussian errors listed in Table 5 in our studies in this section. They roughly correspond
to the performance of the CMS detector [? ].

3.1 Combinatorial problems of 2 leptons signal

In this section we consider the other simplest case of combinatorial problems. We

assume the two visible particles of the decay chain we are interested in are both leptons,
and there is no lepton produced elsewhere. The signal of this kind of events is 2 leptons
+ MET. The advantage of this type of signal is that 1) leptons are well measured

and the e!ects of smearing is small; 2) lepton can be easily distinguished from QCD
backgrounds. However, in a lot of cases we would not be able to determine which

lepton is particle 1 and which is particle 2. For example, suppose particle Y is a 4th
neutralino, it can decay to an electron and an anti-selectron, and the anti-selectron
decays to a positron and a lightest neutralino; on the other hand the 4th neutralino

can also decay to a positron and an selectron, and the selectron decays to an electron
and a lightest neutralino. We will not be able to separate the two types of events. As

a result, we are not able to distinguish particle 1 & 2. Because of this, for each event
we do not know the value of log (ET1/ET2), but only the value of | log (ET1/ET2)| (i.e.
the ratio between the larger ET and the smaller ET ). In other words, the scatter plot
in the log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane is folded about the line log (ET1/ET2) = 0. This
would certainly make the reconstruction more challenging.

Because the scatter plot is folded, the position of the distribution become crucial for
reconstruction. If the center of distribution is far away from the line log (ET1/ET2) = 0,
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• The 2 leptons can be in either order, so 
we can only measure |log(ET1/ET2)|.       
The distribution is folded along the    
log(ET1/ET2)=0 axis.  We can try to 
identify the peak points by fitting the 
distribution with a folded Gaussian for 
each invariant mass bin.

- Still good for large negative log(Δ1/Δ2) 
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fitted
true
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log#ET1$ET2% fitted

folded true
true

Figure 11. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 1 (log !1

!2
=-2.5). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.
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Figure 12. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 2 (log !1

!2
=-1.5). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.

is above the line log (ET1/ET2) = 0 and is folded. However, as the center of distribution

is far away from the folding line, the folded Gaussian fit works well for all events. For
the last few points, the error bars are larger and some touch the axis (around which
the distribution is folded). Nevertheless, a fit to all the points seems to be quite close

to the true curve and we could get a good reconstruction of !1 and !2.
Fig.12 shows the plots for case 2 (log !1

!2
=-1.5). As the average value of log (ET1/ET2)

increases with invariant mass, the center of the distribution gets quite close to the fold-
ing line for large invariant mass. One would expect the folded Gaussian fit to work
less well for large invariant mass. This is verified in the plot, as the error bars get

quite large for the second half of the plot. It is interesting to notice that there are
two points ( 2nd and 3rd points counting from the right) that are far away from the
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Mass Measurements Using Only One Chain

2 visible particle per chain.
Example: the dilepton edge.

!2
0

!1
0

l

l l

Edge at Mll =

�
(M2

χ̃0
2
−M2

l̃
)(M2

l̃
−M2

χ̃0
1
)

Ml̃

V. SELECTION OF !̃0
2
! "̃" ! !̃0

1
""

Point 1 has relatively light sleptons, which is generically nec-

essary if the !̃0
1 is to provide acceptable cold dark matter [7].

Hence the two-body decay

!̃0
2 ! "̃R" ! !̃0

1"
+"!

is kinematically allowed and competes with the !̃0
2 ! !̃0

1h de-

cay, producing opposite-sign, like-flavor dileptons. The largest

SM background is tt̄. To suppress this and other SM back-

grounds the following cuts were made on the same signal and

SM background samples used in the two previous sections:

• Me! > 800 GeV

• /ET > 0.2Me!

• " 1 R = 0.4 jet with pT,1 > 100 GeV

• "+"! pair with pT,! > 10 GeV, #! < 2.5

• " isolation cut: ET < 10 GeV in R = 0.2

• Transverse sphericity ST > 0.2

With these cuts very little SM background survives, and the M!!

mass distribution shown in Fig. 11 has an edge near

Mmax
!! = M"̃0

2

!

"

"

#1 #
M2

!̃

M2
"̃0

2

!

"

"

#1 #
M2

"̃0

1

M2

!̃

$ 112 GeV ,

If M!! is near its kinematic limit, then the velocity difference

of the "+"! pair and the !̃0
1 is minimized. Having both leptons

hard requires M!̃/M
2
"̃0

2

% M"̃0

1
/M!̃. Assuming this and M"̃0

2
=

2M"̃0

1
implies that the endpoint in Fig. 11 is equal to the !̃0

1

mass. An improved estimate could be made by detailed fitting
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Figure 11: M!! for the Point 1 signal (open histogram) and the

sum of all backgrounds (shaded histogram).
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Figure 12: M!!j"̃0

1
for events with 86 < M!! < 109 GeV in

Fig. 11, using $p"̃0

1
= M"̃0

1
/M!!$p!! for the Point 1 signal (open

histogram) and the SM background (shaded histogram).

of all the kinematic distributions. Events were selected with

Mmax
!! # 10 GeV < M!! < Mmax

!! , and the !̃0
1 momentum was

calculated using this crude !̃0
1 mass and

$p"̃0

1
= (M"̃0

1
/M!!) $p!! .

The invariant mass M!!j"̃0

1
of the "+"!, the highest pT jet, and

the !̃0
1 was then calculated and is shown in Fig. 12. A peak is

seen near the light squark masses, 660–688 GeV. More study is

needed, but this approach looks promising.

This work would have been impossible without the contribu-

tions of my collaborators on ISAJET, H. Baer, S. Protopopescu,

and X. Tata. It was supported in part by the United States De-

partment of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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• It’s also useful to find kinematic variables and mass determination methods 
applied to only one decay chain even if there are 2 chains with 2 missing 
particles.

• Often there are more events with asymmetric chains. Some of the double-chain 
methods can be generalized to asymmetric chains with additional assumptions. 
One-chain variables can be directly applied to events with asymmetric chains.

• Example: Invariant mass edge. 
Hinchliffe et al, hep-ph/9610544, and many others2 leptons from a neutralino decay



2 leptons from a neutralino decay

- Bad for small negative log(Δ1/Δ2)

- OK for small positive log(Δ1/Δ2), but needs 
larger statistics
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Figure 13. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 3 (log !1

!2
=-0.56). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.
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Figure 14. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 4 (log !1

!2
=0.40). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.

true curve and have small error bars, while the true peaks should be close to zero. We

looked at the distributions for them and found out that the unfolded distributions are
not Gaussian like, but a little bit asymmetrical. (show the histogram?) Because of this
the likelihood method did not work very well. If we include these two points, the fit

is bad. However, without knowing the true curve we do not know whether one point
is bad or not. One way to spot those points is to compare with the points around

and in this case we notice that the points around all have large error bars indicating
that the center of the distribution before folding is around the folding line. As the
points with large error bars are not very useful in the fitting, in this case we only fitted

with the “good region”, which is the first ten points counting from the left. In reality,
events with small invariant mass are usually hard to distinguish from Standard Model
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Figure 13. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 3 (log !1

!2
=-0.56). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.
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Figure 14. The scatter plot (Left) and the folded peak points plot (Right) in the

log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 plane for case 4 (log !1

!2
=0.40). In both case the red curve is

log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2 and the blue curve is the fitted one. In

the folded plot the purple curve is the folded true curve.

true curve and have small error bars, while the true peaks should be close to zero. We

looked at the distributions for them and found out that the unfolded distributions are
not Gaussian like, but a little bit asymmetrical. (show the histogram?) Because of this
the likelihood method did not work very well. If we include these two points, the fit

is bad. However, without knowing the true curve we do not know whether one point
is bad or not. One way to spot those points is to compare with the points around

and in this case we notice that the points around all have large error bars indicating
that the center of the distribution before folding is around the folding line. As the
points with large error bars are not very useful in the fitting, in this case we only fitted

with the “good region”, which is the first ten points counting from the left. In reality,
events with small invariant mass are usually hard to distinguish from Standard Model
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1 jet + 1 lepton case
• There can be many other jets in the event.  We 

consider 1 jet from the other decay chain 
(particle 3) and 1 jet from ISR (particle 4)

case 4 (103 events, 44 out of 50 sets have mY < 1 TeV)

true 468 373 140.5

reconstructed 438± 62 347± 62 26± 90

error !6.4%± 13% !6.9%± 17% !81%± 64%

case 4 (103 events, 42 out of 50 sets have mY < 600 GeV)

true 468 373 140.5

reconstructed 425± 9.5 334± 11 7.7± 24

error !9.2%± 2.0% !10.0%± 3.0% !94%± 17%

case 5 (2" 103 events, 20 out of 25 sets have mY < 1 TeV)

true 468 407 140.5

reconstructed 498± 119 437± 119 151± 160

error +6.5%± 25% +7.4%± 29% +7.7%± 114%

case 5 (2" 103 events, 18 out of 25 sets have mY < 600 GeV)

true 468 407 140.5

reconstructed 466± 55 405± 55 111± 98

error !0.5%± 12% !0.5%± 14% !21%± 70%

Table 10. more results, with di!erent “cuts” for what a bad set is.

Figure 16. The histogram of the invariant mass of the three possible combinations before

smearing (left) and after smearing (right). The vertical line indicates the value of !1!2

m2

X

.

but reasonable to use if we do not have a more sophisticated method.

Of course, the second feature above depends on the spin of particle X and the
helicity of particle 1 & 2. If particle X is a scalar, 2p1p2 will have a flat distribution,

but comparing with the wrong combinations it is still more likely to have larger invariant
masses (if smaller than !1!2

m2

X

). If particle X is a spinor or a vector, but particle 1& 2

have opposite helicity (while in the above example they have same helicity), they will
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Figure 17. The scatter plots in the log (ET1/ETj) vs. 2p1p2 plane before smearing (left) and

after smearing (right) where j = 2, 3, 4 denotes the jet is particle 2, 3 (from the other decay

chain) or 4 (extra gluon). 1000 events are plotted. There is no cut applied.

2p1pj . The peak points plot after smearing is shown in Fig.18. The blue points are
for all true combinations and the red points are for selected combinations using the

method we described above. From the blue points we can see the e!ects of smearing:
most points are shifted slightly upwards while the points with invariant mass close to
!1!2

m2

X

are shifted downwards. Hence, one may consider dropping the last few points
in the fitting. For the combinatorial problem, because there is always a portion of

events for which we select the wrong combinations, from the scatter plots we expect
these wrong combination to have the following e!ects on the peak points plot (green
points): For small invariant mass the points are shifted upwards due to the wrong

combination from the extra gluons; the overall slope of the curve is reduced due to the
wrong combination from the jets of the other decay chain; for invariant mass close to
!1!2

m2

X

the points are shifted downwards due to smearing. These features are verified in
Fig.18.

Due to the wrong combinations, the reconstruction becomes much more challeng-
ing. A reasonable method seems to be that to only use the points in the middle, as the
points with very small or very large invariant masses behave badly. Furthermore, we

noticed that all the e!ect described above tend to make the slope of the reconstructed
curve smaller. Hence, we could fit with the points that gives the largest slope. We also

need to include enough points to reduce statistical fluctuation. Again from Fig.18 it
is clear that the points in the middle region gives the largest slope, which is close to
the true slope. We fixed the length of the region to be 7 points (which may not be the

optimal choice) and scanned through all possible choices and found that point 6 to 12
(counting from the left in Fig.18) gives the largest slope and the result obtained from

fitting these points is shown in Table 11. In this particular case the reconstructed slope
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Before smearing After smearing



1 jet + 1 lepton case
• We select the jet-lepton pair which forms the 

largest invariant mass but below the “end point.”  
The distribution is more affected at both small 
and large invariant mass regions. Both parts make 
the fit curve flatter than the true one. Reasonable 
results can be obtained using only the central 
part of the distribution. 
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Figure 18. The peak points plot of log (ET1/ET2) vs. 2p1p2 after smearing. The red curve

is log (ET1/ET2) = log (!1+2p1p2
!2

) with true !1 and !2. The blue points are for all true

combinations and the blue curve is the fitted curve to these points. The green points and

curve are for the selected combinations with the method described in Section 3.2. The events

are divide into 20 sets with equal width (0.05 ! !1!2

m2

X

) of invariant mass and there are 20

points in the plot. For the blue curve, point 1 to 15 (counting from the left) are used in the

fit. For the green curve, point 6 to 12 are used in the fit.

!1[GeV2] !2[GeV2] log (!1/!2) mY [GeV] mX [GeV] mN [GeV]

true 1.310! 105 3.875! 105 "1.08 777 465 292

true combinations

reconstructed 1.300! 105 3.581! 105 "1.01 746 445 261

error "0.77% "7.6% +7.1% "4.0% "4.2% "10%

selected combinations

reconstructed 1.524! 105 4.094! 105 "0.988 822 516 337

error +16% +5.6% +9.7% +5.8% +11% +15%

Table 11. Results of reconstruction from the fit to the peak points after smearing with

true and selected combinations. The errors are calculated using reconstructed!true
true (except for

log (!1/!2), which is reconstructed" true) and do not represent the statistical fluctuation.

is larger than the true one due to statistical fluctuation.
Again, one may wonder how much statistical fluctuation we have after smearing.

In order to study it we generated 10 sets of events and smeared each set according to
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Summaries

• We found that log(ET1/ET2) is a useful kinematic 
variable in a decay chain. 

• The signal events in log(ET1/ET2) vs. invariant mass2 
space have an interesting distribution, which may 
be used to

- tell the order of particles 1 & 2,

- determine unknown masses in the decay chain,

- separate signals from backgrounds.


